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The paper gives the expressions that yield for every given set of function 
compositions the numbers of composition possessing certain properties such 
as constant length of composition and some others. Except that some relations 
are shown to hold between pairs of these sets, these relations are given in terms 
of the composition properties mentioned above. 
1. An object domain D of speczjication (c,,Ocyl *.. ~2) is an aggre- 
gate of terms which can be obtained with the help of composition from 
the given number co # 0 of variable symbols x1 ,..., xCO and from the 
given numbers ci # 0 of m,-place function symbols fi”@,...,fhT) 
(i = l,..., n); the composition is taken with the corresponding number of 
commas and brackets. A partition of a composition c E D(cooc;“l 1.. c?) is 
an n-tuple k, , k, ,..., k, of integers such that c contains k, # 0 entries of 
variable symbols and ki 3 0 entries of m,-place function symbols 
(i = I,..., n). A characteristic of c is a pair k, , k of integers such that c 
contains k, # 0 entries of variable symbols and k > 0 entries of function 
symbols. A valency of c is a number k # 0 of entries of variable symbols. 
A complexity of c is a number k >, 0 of entries of function symbols. A 
length of c is a summarized number k # 0 of entries of variable and 
function symbols. 
2. Let us denote by rk,,k,,...,k,(cooc~ ... ~2) the number of 
compositions in a specification (cooc~l ... czm) with a partition 
ko , k, ,..., k, . Then the following lemma holds: 
LEMMA 1. The number of compositions with fixed partition satisfies the 
recurrence formula 
(1) 
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where the summation in the inner sum is taken over all systems of integers 
{ip’>(p = l,..., mi ; q = 0 ,..., n), which meet the conditions 
p$l ijp) = kj - S(i,j), j = 0 ,..., n, i$‘) > 0, ip) > 0, q = l,..., 12, 
where 
6&j) = 
if i = j, 
, if i # j. 
Initial condition: 
( 0 “1 rl.o.....o co cl ***c,““) = co. (2) 
Proof. Every composition with the partition k, , kl ,..., k, may be 
formed with the help of the only application of a function symbol f I;“$’ to 
mi compositions (which are considered as a list of arguments off(Qmi)) with 
the partitions i:“, ij’) ,..., if’(l = l,..., mi); these partitions satisfy the 
following conditions: 
F ijn) = kj , for all j # i (j = O,..., n), 
and 
z i:p) = ki - 1 , iAp) > 0, iiV) > 0, q = l,..., n. 
Zkl 
Hence the part given by every m,-place function into r7c0,kl,...,Ln is (specifica- 
tion omitted): 
where the summation is taken over all systems of integers {iip’} satisfying 
the conditions mentioned above. As the object domain contains ci mi- 
place functions, the whole part of all these m,-place functions will be 
After summarizing over all the functions from the object domain we 
receive (1). The initial condition (2) shows that the number of compositions 
without function symbols equals the number of variables in the considered 
object domain. Lemma is proved. 
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Let us introduce a generating function for a partition: 
R(coocrl ... c?; to, t, ,..., tn) 
(3) 
It follows directly from (1) and (2) that the generating function R satisfies 
the equation (specification omitted) 
No, t, ,... , t,J = cot0 + i c&(R(t, , t, ,..., t,))mi. (4) 
i=l 
This equation is an algebraic one with respect to R; the power of this 
equation is 
m = ,Fgn hi>. 
It follows from this fact that the series (3) is a generalized hypergeometric 
one [l]. To expand R(to , tl ,..., t,) in the series of the powers of to , tl ,..., C, 
we shall use the Lagrange formula (see [2], $7.32). Let us consider an 
equation with respect to T of the following form: 
T = cot0 + t i citiTmd. 
i=l 
Using Lagrange’s formula we obtain: 
= c t  + f  tk  d”-l 
00 k=l k! da?+l 
x c 
k! k m  k t..-tm,k, 
kl+...+k,=k k, ! ... k, ! ” “* cn”a 1 1 
kl . . . 
t1 t$ 
11 a=r,t, 
= cot, + f t” c (k - l)! m,kl + 0.0 + mnkn 
k=l ++...+k,=k k, !  '*' k, !  k-l 
x C~k~+.'+*nkrrktlC:l . . . C~f~k~t~~~tm,k,-ktlt~ ... t2, 
where k,(i = I,..., n) are non-negative integers. 
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Taking t = 1 we get an expansion for R(to , t, ,..., tn) since the function 
R satisfies the equation for T with t = 1. Therefore 
No , tl ,..-, tn) = cot0 + 2 
(k - l)! 
kc1 ,,,..;,,+ kl ! ( 
mlk, + ... + mnkn 
-.. k, ! k-l i 
Now let us change the order of summation in (5) as follows. Let 
k, = m,k, + s.0 +m,k,-k+l.Usingtheequalityk=k,+*~*+k, 
we get 
and then 
kl(ml - 1) + ... + k,(m, - 1) = k, - 1, (6) 
(k _ l)! (mlkl ;.I 1 m&,) = (ko + kl +;;-!f kn - l)! . 
Therefore 
No , t, ,..., tn) = f c (k, + k, + **. + k, - l)! 
ko=l kl(ml-l)+...+k,(m,-l)=ko-l kO!kl!+**k,! 
ko kl 
x co Cl 
. . . &t,"ot,"l . . . tg, . (7) 
So we have proved 
THEOREM 1. Under condition (6) of correctness of the partition 
ko , k, ,..., k, (which is both necessary and suficient) the number of composi- 
tions with this partition satisfies the equality: 
rko.kl....,k, cOoc,“l “’ n ( 
cm,> = Go + kl + -*a + kz - l)! c:oc2 . . . c2 . 
k, ! kl ! **a k, ! 
Let us fix some specification (cooc~ *a* ~2). For the object domain of 
this specification the number of compositions with the characteristic 
k, , k will be denoted by &,k(cO”c~ *** ~2); the number of compositions 
of valency k will be denoted by ak(coOc;“l 0.. ~2) (note that it is only under 
condition mi # 1 (i = l,..., n), i.e., when the object domain does not 
contain one-place functions, that ak(cg”c~ ... ~2) is a finite number); the 
number of compositions of complexity k will be denoted by 
fk@O”c3”1 ... c?), and finally the number of compositions of length k will 
be denoted by &(cOocF **a ~2). For generating functions let us introduce 
the notations (specification omitted) S(t, , t), A(t), F(t), and L(t), cor- 
respondingly. 
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LEMMA 2. For the generating functions mentioned above the follo~$ng 
equalities hold: 
S(c,Ocln’ ... cp ; to ) f) == R(c,OCy *.. c;fL ; to ) t )...) t), (8) 
A(coOc;“’ ... cp ; t) = R(coOc;l”’ ... cp ; t, l,..., l), (9) 
F(coOclm ... cp ; t) = R(c,Oc,“’ ... CT” ; 1, t,..., t), (10) 
L(c,Oc,“’ ... C,““” ; t) = R(coOcl” *.. cp ; t, t )...) t), (11) 
where R is the generating function for the partition (3). 
Proof. It follows immediately from the definitions of rBO,kl,s,,,k, 
Sk,,k , ak , fk , & and from the equality (6) that: 
Skp.k(COoC~ ... c,““) = c rko.k, ,..., k,@O”? “’ c?% t12) 
kl+“‘+k,=k 
kl(ml-l)+...+k,(m,-l)=k~-l 
ak(cooc~ .'. c,"") = c rk,k,,..., k,(c,,‘c;nl “’ c,“‘), (13) 
kl(ml-l)+."i-k,,(m,-l)=k-l 
fk(c,oc2”1 “’ c;“) = c rk~(m~-l)+...+k,(m,-l)+l.k~,...,k~ (coop ... c,""), 
klt"+k,=7c 
(14) 
&&“‘-~ ‘** c,““) = 1 rko,kl,..., k,(Co”cfI ‘*- cp), (15) 
k,+kl+“‘+k,=k 
where k, > 0, ki 3 0 (i = l,..., n). 
Now we see that the equalities (8) and (10) follow immediately from 
equalities (5), (12), and (5), (14) correspondingly, and the equality (9) 
follows from (7), (13). To prove the equality (11) let us change 
the order of summation in (5) in the following manner: let 
I = m,k, + ... + mnklz + 1 ; then 
(k - I)! (mlkl ‘k ‘1 ; m,k=) = (I _ k;c.!)!- k,)! . 
Therefore 
Wo , t, ,..., t,> = -f c 
(I - l)! 
z=1 mlkl+...+m,k,=~-l kl ! ... k, ! (I - kl - *** - k,)! 
x CC-kl-~*.-k,Ckl k, l-k,-...-k, 
0 1 ‘.. ck t, 
k, . . . 
11 n. t”” (16) 
Now it is evident that the equality (11) follows from (16) and (15), since 
l=k,+k,+... + k, . The lemma is proved. 
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From Lemma 1 and from relations (12) to (15) (or, as they are equiva- 
lent, from equation (4) and from relations (8) to (11)) the following 
recurrent relations for slcO,K , ak , fk , and 1, can be deduced. 
For Sk,@ : 
where the summation in the inner sum is taken over all systems of integers 
{i;“‘} (p = I,..., mi ; q = 0, 1) satisfying the conditions 
% mi 
c ip’ = k, , C i:“) = k - 1, i:) > 0, i:p) > 0, 
P=l 94 
with the initial condition ~~,~(c~~c~ ‘0. ~2) = co . 
For ak : 
ak(coocy * * * (mi # 1, i = l,..., n), 
where the summation in the inner sum is taken over positive integers 
(P}(p = l,..., mi) satisfying the condition 
mt 
c i(P) = k, 
p=1 
with the initial condition al(cooQ *** c?) = co . 
For fk : 
f&%ln, a** 
where the summation in the inner sum is taken over nonnegative integers 
(icp)}(p = 1 ,--*, mi) satisfying the condition 
mi 
c i(p) = k - 1, 
p=1 
with the initial condition fo(cooc~l *** c?) = co . 
And for II, : 
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where the summation in the inner sum is taken over positive integers 
{P)}(p = I,..., mi) satisfying the condition 
with the initial condition II(cooc;l”l ... cp) = co . 
Except that a, , fk , and Ik can be expressed with the use of s,+~ in the 
following way: 
m 
a,(c,‘c,“l .** c,““) = c sk,9(cooc~ *** cry, 
p=0 
fk(COOC,“l .. . c,““) = f s,,,(c,“cl”’ *** CP), 
p=1 
k 
&(c,ocT”1 * * ’ c,““) = c sD,k-D(cooc~ ... c?). 
?I=1 
Substituting the expression for rk,&,,+.,k, from Lemma 1 into equalities 
(12)-(15) we get 
THEOREM 2. The number of compositions with the given characteristic, 
valency, complexity, and length are correspondingly the following: 
s~o,le(cooc~l *** c,““) = c (k, + k, + -** + k, - l)! 
kl+***+k,=k k, ! kI ! *.* k, ! 
kl(nzl-l)+...+k,(nz,-l)=k~-l 
ko 4 . . . 
x co Cl c? ; k, = 1, 2 ,...; k = 1, 2 ,...; 
c (k + k, + .a. + k, - l)! 
kl(ml-l)+...+k,(m,-l)=k-l k!k,!...k,! 
x 
k kl . . . 
co Cl c> ; k = 1, 2 ,..., (mi # 1, i = I,..., n); 
kl(m,-l)+~~~+k,(m,-l)+l x co kl . . . Cl c? ; k = 1, 2,...; 
Zk(COOCln, * * * c,““) = c (k - l)! 
klml+~+-k,,m,=k--l k, ! .a. k, ! (k - kI - .a. - k,)! 
x C~-kr-.--knC~ . . . $a ; k = 1, 2 ,... . 
Here ki > 0 (i = I,..., n). 
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3. Now we shall come over to the derivation of some relations 
between different object domains in the terms of qualities introduced 
earlier. 
THEOREM 3. For any natural number 01 the following relation holds: 
rko,k,-.,k,, (taco) Cl 
0 ml “’ c,““) = ark,,kl,. ..,k,(coo(claml-l)nl “’ (cnam”-l)mn). 
Proof. After transforming the equation for the generating function 
R(c~~(c~~~~-~)~~ **- (c,oim+m~ ; to , tl ,..., t,) we get: 
- t1 Citi(aR(C:(Cy+y * ** (c,cPqm~ ; to , t, ,..., tp] 
= $ [R((aco)o CT *-- c,“” ; to, t1 ,..., GJ - acot 
- t1 citi(R((aco)O cy * ** c,“” ; to , t1 ,..., tn,p] = 0. Q.E.D. 
Let us consider the equation for the generating function 
F(~~~(arc,)~~ *-a (aCn)m” ; t), 
where (II is any natural number. It follows from (4) and (10) that F(t) 
satisfies the following equation: 
F(c,o(olcl)“l . . . (ac,Jm” ; t) = co + at 2 ~~(F(c,o(orc,)~~ -a* (01c~)“~ ; t))“’ . 
i-l 
(17) 
Substituting in (17) the right part of the equality 
we get 
F(c,o(c~,)~’ * * - (acnp ; t) = co + d(t) (18) 
CL(f) = cd i Ci(Co + cq))“~ . 
id 
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After raising c,, + &(t) to the powers mi(i = I,..., n) and reduction of 
terms with equal powers of aL(t) in the right-hand part of the last equation, 
we get: 
Now we reduce the left and the right parts of this equation by ol; taking 
into consideration (4) and (11) we deduce that L(t) is a generating function 
for Z~(COo(C1cP1)M1 *.. (ChlcPN)MN). SO on account of relation (18) the 
following theorem is proved: 
THEOREM 4. For any natural number 01 the relation holds: 
fk(coo(ac,)m~ . *. (a~,)“~) = OLI~(C:(C~CX~~)~’ *a* (C,,,CL~~)~~), k = 1, 2,..., 
where {C,}, {M&i = O,..., N), and N are defined as described above 
(MO = 0). 
Note 1. A special case of Theorem 4, 
“&(101112 ... 1”) = 1, (no (” l ‘)l (n ? ‘)’ .*a (z 1 i)“), k = 1,2 ,..., 
yields an arithmetic identity connecting the sums over non-negative 
solutions of the linear Diophantine equations 01~ + 0~~ + ... + 01, = k 
and/11+2j3,+~~~+nfi,=k-l: 
c 1 
) . . . al+...+n,=k 011 . 
Note 2. Another special case of Theorem 4, 
fk(l”l”) = & (1’ (!$ (3” “’ (i)“), k = 1, 2 ,..., 
yields the following identity for binomial coefficients: 
1 nk 
-( 1 k! k-l = c 1 . . . a1+2a,+*..+na,=k-l % * an ! (k - (q + *.* + an))! * 
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4. Let us consider object domains defined by infinite specifications 
(C,OC;“lCp s*.). All previous considerations can be naturally transferred to 
the case of infinite specifications. SO polynomials in the right-hand parts 
of the equations for generating functions will be replaced with power 
series. The only exclusion is the functionf, , which has infinite values for 
infinite specifications. Now we shall establish several relations between 
the object domains, defined by finite and correspondingly infinite specifica- 
tions. 
THEOREM 5. For any finite speczfication (coocF ... c?) the equality 
holds i 
a,(c,‘cF *+. cp) = Zk(~oo(~oCl)M1 (c,C,)~~ *a*), (mi # 1, i = l,..., n); 
k = 1, 2,..., 
where Mi is the i-th in the increasing order natural number which can be 
presented as a sum of summands of the form m, - 1, m2 - l,..., m, - 1; 
C, is a weighted amount of such presentations, i.e., Ci equals the sum over 
all such presentations Mi (presentations with distinct order of summands are 
considered different), every summand of which is a production of elements of 
above-describedpresentation but with all m, - 1 changed to cl . 
Proof. Let us transform the equation for generating function 
A(c,Oc;l”l *** c;n ; t) (specification omitted) 
A(t) = cot + f c,(A(t))“” 
i=l 
in the following way: 
A(t) = cot 
1 - C;=, ~(A(t))“i-l ’ 
Expanding the right part of this equation in a series of powers of A(t) we 
get 
A(t) = cot f ali(A(t)>i. (19) 
i=O 
Using the relation 
1 = 1 - i (01~ + a,A(t) + ***) 
kl 
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and equating the coefficients of equal powers of A(t), we will obtain a 
linear recurrent relation for OIi 
a m+i-1 = If Cl%-wq+i 2 j= -nz+ 2, -m + 3,..., 
1=1 
where m = maxlGiG, {mi}, 01~ = 1, 01~~ = 0 for all k > 0. We shall 
denote by {CJ a subsequence of non-zero elements of the sequence {clli} 
and by {Mi} a sequence of the indices of these non-zero elements 
(i = 1, 2,...). Therefore 
Mi = jJ &)(m, - l), 
l=l 
where every /3ia is a non-negative integer and Ci has the same combina- 
torial meaning as in formulation of Theorem 5. 
Now equation (19) can be put in the form: 
A(t) = t 
( 
CO + CO f Ci(A(t))“’ * 
i=l 1 
Having noticed that equation (20) is satisfied by the generating function 
L(C,yc,Cp (C&p -. - ; t) according to (11) (which is modified for 
infinite specification) we shall get the assertion of the theorem. 
THEOREM 6. For all natural numbers CII, /3 the following equality holds: 
fk((ajQo /Ill”) = (a + 1) ak+,(/3’b20LS ***), k = 1, 2,... . 
Proof. The equation for the generating function F((@)O j1112; t) has the 
form (specification omitted): 
F(t) = 43 + /W’(t) + t(F(t>>2. (21) 
On the other hand for the generating function A@O~L~~L~ **a; t) the equation 
has the form (specification omitted): 
A(t) = #It + a! i (A(t))i. 
i=2 
After summing the series in the right-hand part of equation (22) we get 
A(t) = ,!Q + CII l”“i;t) . (23) 
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We shall show that, if we assume 
MO - P>(~ + 1) = (FW - $0 t (24) 
(which is the assertion of the theorem), then equation (23) will become of 
the form (21). Indeed, equation (23) is equivalent to the following: 
A(t)(l + Bt) = St + (a + w(o)2. cm 
It follows from (24) that 
(a + 1) 40 = @ + m>. (26) 
Substituting the right-hand part of this equality for the left in equation (25) 
and reducing similar terms we get 
A(t) = t@ + mm). (27) 
Having multiplied both parts of equation (27) by (CX + 1) and carried out 
once more the substitution (26) we have, after reducing of similar terms 
and dividing both parts by t, 
THEOREM 7. For all natural numbers CY, fi(a < /2) the following relation 
holds 
fk(010(/3 - a)’ 1”) = zk+&30011012 . ..). k = 1, 2,... . (28) 
Proof. The same as in Theorem 6. The equation for the generating 
function L(/3°c2012 *a* ; t) has the form (specification omitted): 
L(t) = t 
t 
p + 01 i (L(t))” . 
i=l 1 
Summing the series in the right-hand part of this equation we get 
LO) w = t (B + O1  _ qt) ). (29 
It we put 
L(t) - fit = t(F(t) - a!), 
then equation (29) will become of the form (after evident transformations): 
F(t) = 01 + (/3 - cx) tF(t) + t(F(t))2. 
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This equation defines the generating function F(aO(/? - a)’ 12; t) that 
proves the relation (28). 
Note 3. If 01 = p, then relation (28) has the form 
“&(lX”l”) = z~+~(&XW .‘.), k = 1, 2,... . 
5. All these results have a natural interpretation in terms of 
trees. Every composition is associated with a rooted tree, points of which 
are labeled; end-points (but not the root) correspond to symbols of 
variables (labels are variable symbols), all the rest of the points (together 
with the root) correspond to symbols of functions (labels are function 
symbols); points a and b of the tree are connected by a line if the sub- 
composition corresponding to the subtree with the root a is an argument 
of the function symbol corresponding to the point b of the tree. For 
example, the tree given in the figure corresponds to composition 
f~2’(f~1’(~l),f~‘(x1 , x2)). The degree of a point is s + 1 iff\“’ is an s-place 
function symbol corresponding to this point; the end-points are of degree 
1. Such trees representing the structure of compositions we shall call 
functional trees. Then, for an object domain D(cooc~ **a c?), there is a set 
T of functional trees with specification (c,Oc;nl ... c?), which has the 
meaning that tree t E T(c,,~c? *** ~2) may contain points of degree mi + 1, 
each of these points being labeled with one of ci labels (i = O,..., n; m, = 0). 
The formulae obtained for rk& ,..., k, , Sk@ , a,$ , fk , and I& are 
enumerating functional trees with the same partition, the same pair of 
numbers of end-points and nodes (a node is a point that is not an end- 
point, the root is a node), the same number of end-points (for trees which 
do not contain points of degree 2, that is, for homeomorphically irreducible 
trees), and the same number of points in the tree correspondingly. Similarly 
for an infinite specification. 
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6. For the object domains D(l”12) and D(l”1112...) we have: 
ZJ101112 0.e) = z2&1(1012) =h-l(l”l”) = a,(1012) = + (‘,“I;), 
k = 1, 2,... . 
Harary, Prins, and Tutte showed that the number of planted plane trees 
with n points equals the number of trivalent planted plane trees with n 
points of degree 1 (n >, 2) (see [3], and the definitions therein). (A plane 
tree is called planted if a point of degree 1 is indicated as its root; it is 
called trivalent if every point has degree 1 or 3.) This number is Catalan’s 
number 
In [3] the (l-l) correspondence between the above-mentioned classes of 
trees is established. Except that in paper [4] three more ways of producing 
this (l-l) correspondence are given. Every functional tree t E T(l”1112...) 
with k points is one-to-one corresponded by a planted plane tree with 
k + 1 points, which can be obtained by adjusting a plant to the root of a 
tree t; every tree from T(l”12) with 2k - 1 points is also corresponded by 
a trivalent planted plane tree with 2k points. Therefore the methods 
described in [3] and [4] yield a one-to-one correspondence between the 
object domains D(l”1112...) and D(l”12). Unsolved problems are of interest: 
those describing (1 - a) correspondence between object domains of 
Theorem 4, (l-l) correspondence between object domains of Theorems 5 
and 7, (1 - (1 + a)) correspondence between object domains of Theorem 
6 (a is any natural number). 
The results received, making possible counting the number of certain 
constructions, generalize some problems of combinatorics. These problems 
are: finding the number of ways of bracketing in a production with a given 
number of factors [5], finding the number of dissections of a convex 
polygon with non-overlapping diagonals into triangles (the problem 
which can be traced back to Euler) and into polygons with the number of 
sides more than 3 [6], counting the number of non-decreasing finite 
sequences of natural numbers having as a majorant an interval of the 
series of natural numbers [5], counting the number of finite sequences 
with equal numbers of +l and -1 and with positive partial sums, and 
others [7, 8,9]. 
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